Amorphous-crystalline phase transition during the growth of thin films: 
The case of microcrystalline silicon
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Thin silicon films of varying thickness were deposited on foreign substrates by electron-cyclotron resonance chemical vapor deposition from SiH₄-H₂ mixtures at 600 K. Optical thickness measurements, Rutherford backscattering, and transmission electron microscopy reveal that a thin amorphous interlayer of some 10 nm thickness has formed upon the substrate, before the growth of a microcrystalline layer begins. The amorphous layer is found to be deposited with a higher rate than the crystalline phase. Since similar effects have been observed for a large variety of deposition techniques, the amorphous-crystalline phase transition is considered as an inherent property of the growth of thin silicon films on foreign substrates at low homologous temperatures. The change in growth mode is interpreted in terms of Ostwald’s rule of stages, which predicts the evolution of film growth to proceed via a set of phases of descending metastability and nucleation rate. In applying capillarity theory a criterion is derived from the ratio of amorphous-phase and crystalline-phase nucleation rates Jₐ/Jₖ. This ratio is developed into basic thermodynamic functions and is shown to govern the formation of either the stable or metastable phase. The approach is of general validity for thin-film deposition processes. In the case of microcrystalline silicon, experimental measures can be derived from the developed model to directly design the evolution of film structure.
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INTRODUCTION

The growth of thin films at low temperatures is associated with a variety of morphological and structural peculiarities. Among these phenomena are the increase of density with increasing thickness, initial amorphous layers, or pronounced columnar structures.¹⁻³ In the case of the preparation of intentionally crystalline silicon films from silane-hydrogen mixtures an amorphous interlayer has often been observed to occur for depositions at low temperatures of about T = 850 K. Before the growth of the crystalline c-Si phase began, a layer of amorphous silicon a-Si was formed directly on the substrate. The phenomenon was observed for a large variety of chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) processes, such as plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD),⁴⁻⁹ very-high-frequency (VHF) PECVD,¹⁰,¹¹ electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR) CVD,¹² and hot-wire (HW) CVD.¹³,¹⁴ In most cases the phase transition was observed for depositions on foreign substrates such as fused silica, bare and metallized glass, or oxidized Si wafers. Thus, it is of importance for applications in large-area electronics, where devices such as solar cells¹⁵ or thin-film transistors should be configured on glass or other low-cost substrates. Some electronic devices are being developed, for which the a-Si/c-Si heterojunction is of direct relevance for its function,¹⁶ and there is also a growing interest in phase mixtures of a-Si and c-Si preferably deposited at temperatures T ≲ 500 K (Refs. 11, 17, and 18) that may exhibit new and interesting properties such as improved stability against light exposure. For applications of thin polycrystalline Si films, however, the formation of an a-Si interlayer is generally undesired, since the charge carrier mobility in the amorphous phase is low in comparison to c-Si (Ref. 19) and a band discontinuity would be introduced via the formation of an a-Si/c-Si heterojunction. Because of these considerations, an improved understanding of the amorphous-crystalline phase transition is required—for one reason, to avoid it, and for another reason, to directly control its occurrence.

We will present in this work the results obtained for a series of thin silicon films, for which the amorphous-crystalline phase transition was investigated by measurements of the optical thickness, by Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The phase transition will be analyzed according to Ostwald’s rule of stages. This rule predicts the initial formation of metastable phases during the growth of crystals or thin solid films from a supersaturated liquid or gas phase, before the most stable phase starts to grow.²⁰,²¹ In some cases the formation of metastable phases during thin film growth has already been qualitatively interpreted in terms of Ostwald’s rule, as in the Ti system²² and the Fe-C system.²³ It thus appears very well suited to be applied to the amorphous-crystalline phase transition in thin silicon films that was so often observed in previous investigations. It will be shown in the following quantitatively that Ostwald’s rule does indeed predict an initial amorphous growth to occur during the solidification of silicon from the gaseous Si-H system at low homologous temperatures.
TABLE I. Deposition time $t$, optical thickness $nd$, absolute thickness $nd/n_{Si}$, area density $Nd$, and the $nd/Nd$ ratio as measured for the series of investigated samples. Values in parentheses give the estimated standard deviation from the numerical regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t$ (min)</th>
<th>$nd$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$nd/n_{Si}$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$Nd$ ($10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$nd/Nd$ ($10^{-2}$ nm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.816(7)</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>930(13)</td>
<td>8.77(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.47(1)</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>1825(12)</td>
<td>8.05(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.80(1)</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>3592(15)</td>
<td>7.80(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>5.38(2)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>7082(15)</td>
<td>7.60(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>14 114$^a$</td>
<td>7.51$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Nd of the thickest film is estimated from the linear extrapolation of $Nd(t)$.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

Thin silicon films were prepared by plasma-enhanced CVD from silane-hydrogen SiH$_4$-$H_2$ mixtures. The plasma was generated by an ECR source operating with a 2.45 GHz microwave of 1000 W power that was coupled into the active region through a fused silica window. The deposition system has been described in detail previously.$^{24}$ The substrate temperature was set to 600 K, while gas flow rates amounted to 4 and 90 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters per minute) for SiH$_4$ and H$_2$, respectively, which corresponds to a hydrogen dilution $F_H = [H_2]/([SiH_4]+[H_2])$ of almost 96%. The total pressure in the deposition chamber was adjusted by a throttle valve to 0.93 Pa. The deposition parameters applied in this work were previously identified by a factorial analysis that aimed at the optimization of crystallinity as determined by Raman spectroscopy.$^{24}$ The average grain size in the polycrystalline films was determined by x-ray diffraction and TEM to be in the nanometer range.$^{12,24}$ However, we follow the usual convention to characterize the crystalline part of the thin films by the expression “microcrystalline silicon.” Depositions on different substrates were performed within the same run and the results of thin films on Mo-coated Corning glass and fused silica will be presented in the following.

In order to investigate the thickness $d$ of prepared samples in combination with the internal structure, we measured both the optical thickness $nd$ ($n$ is the index of refraction) and the areal density $Nd$ of silicon atoms ($N$ is the number density). The first quantity was determined by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) reflection spectroscopy, while the latter was measured with RBS. The area density $Nd$ and the optical thickness $nd$ may both be determined with high accuracy. The measurement errors as obtained in this work (Table I) are maximally in the 1% percent range. While the first figure is a measure for the optoelectronic properties or the polarizability, the latter reflects the structural properties or packing density of the sample under investigation. The combination of both techniques may yield interesting information on the internal structure of thin films as has only recently been shown$^{25}$ and as will be demonstrated in this work also.

FTIR reflection spectra of samples on Mo-coated glass were measured with a Perkin Elmer 2000 spectrometer in the 400–8000-cm$^{-1}$ range. The optical thickness of each film was determined from the positions of interference fringes. Figure 1(a) displays the $nd$ values versus deposition time $t$ that were obtained for a thickness series comprising five samples; see also Table I. The measured data points could very precisely be described by the linear approximation $nd = a + bt$, with $a = 165 \pm 16$ nm and $b = 43.5 \pm 0.3$ nm/min. It can be concluded from $a \neq 0$ that the growth kinetics at the initial stage is different from that in the higher-thickness regime. It has recently been shown by Raman spectroscopy that the initial layer in these samples consists of amorphous silicon.$^{12}$ We will therefore discuss the experimental data in terms of a two-layer model, which assumes the film to be built up from an intermediate amorphous layer (subscript a) adjacent to the substrate and a microcrystalline layer on top (subscript c). Regarding the interpretation of $nd(t)$ curves of a two-component film, it has to be noticed that both the refractive index and the growth rate may be different for the two subsequent phases, $n_a \neq n_c$ and $R_a \neq R_c$. The optical thickness will be assumed to be a linear superposition from the optical thickness of the two layers, i.e., $nd = n_aR_ad_0 + n_cR_ct = a + bt$, where $d_0$ and $t_0$ denote the critical values for which the phase transition occurs. The situation becomes simplified for large deposition times, $t \gg t_0$, or large thickness $d \gg d_0$. It can be seen in this limit that $nd \approx n_cR_c$, i.e., the optical thickness is practically determined by the second phase layer and unaffected by the initial one. In consequence, $n_aR_a$ may be derived from the $b$ parameter of the linear fit. It can be seen from the enlargement of $nd(t)$ for the initial growth, Fig. 1(b), that $n_aR_a > n_cR_c$ must be valid. A numerical evaluation of these parameters became possible by the inclusion of further measurement data.

FIG. 1. Optical thickness $nd$ as determined for five different thin Si films deposited on Mo-coated Corning glass vs deposition times $t$. (a) $nd(t)$ could very precisely be approximated by a linear function. (b) Magnification of the linear regression and the first data point of $nd$ for the initial growth phase. The growth rate for the initial layer is seen to be larger than that for the main body of the film.
The atomic area density $N_d$ of each sample of the thickness series was measured by RBS. The samples were irradiated with a total dose of $6.25 \times 10^{13}$ $1.4$-MeV $\alpha$ particles per cm$^2$ and measured under a detector angle of $170^\circ$. Si atom area densities were determined from the simulation of the measured spectra and the results are listed in Table I. The obtained $N_d$ values as a function of deposition time could also accurately be described by a linear fit, $N_d(t) = A + Bt$, with $A = 644 \pm 13$ nm$^{-2}$ and $B = 585 \pm 2$ nm$^{-2}$ min$^{-1}$ (without figure). Again, it appeared reliable within the two-layer model to account for $N_d$ by a linear superposition of $N_d$ values from both layers, which yields a result analogous to Eq. (1):

$$N_d = (N_a - N_c) \frac{R_c}{R_a} d_0 + N_c R_c t = A + Bt.$$  

Because of the separate measurement of $nd$ and $Nd$ for all five samples it became possible to determine also the $nd/Nd$ ratio, which is shown in Fig. 2. A strong decrease can be realized with increasing deposition time. There is also given in the plot the value $n_{Si}/N_{Si} = 6.84 \times 10^{-2}$ nm$^3$ as calculated for bulk-crystalline silicon. For the thinnest prepared film the $nd/Nd$ ratio lies significantly above the $c$-Si value, from which it may be concluded that the film exhibits either a much larger index of refraction or a smaller packing density than $c$-Si or both properties. For large deposition times the difference shrinks continuously, but never approaches the $c$-Si value—even if $t, d \rightarrow \infty$. The precise limiting value can be obtained from the slope of $Nd$ vs $nd$; see the inset of Fig. 2. A value of $n_c/N_c = 7.40 \times 10^{-2}$ nm$^3$ is obtained for the top microcrystalline Si phase, which is 8% larger than the value for bulk-crystalline silicon. We assign this deviation in total to a deviation of the packing density $N_c = p_c N_{Si}$ from the ideal $c$-Si value, i.e., $p_c = 0.92$. The index of refraction is assumed to be the same as in crystalline Si, $n_c = n_{Si} = 3.42$, from which a deposition rate $R_c = n_c R_c/n_{Si} = 12.6$ nm/min can be deduced. A packing density of 92% appears reliable, since microcrystalline Si films prepared from SiH$_4$-H$_2$ mixtures typically contain, first, hydrogen in the percent range and, second, a micronetwork of voids. Such effects are invisible to RBS and we expect both of them to contribute in comparable amounts to the lack in Si number density.

The determination of the other physical parameters of interest, $n_a$, $N_a$, $R_a$ and $d_0$, can be derived by equating the appropriate coefficients in Eqs. (1) and (2). However, the system of equations is not complete, since there are only four equations for seven quantities, and therefore the derivation of quantitative values deserves physical argumentation. The most plausible values for all physical parameters that are in accordance with the various investigations of these samples (this work and Refs. 12, 24, and 25) are compiled in Table II. According to these data, the amorphous layer is characterized by a high index of refraction, $n_a = 4.2$, and a small packing density, $p_a = 0.7$. The index of refraction appears large when compared with $n_{Si} = 3.42$. However, such large values have already been measured in $a$-Si:H; see Ref. 26. For example, an index of refraction of the same magnitude was observed for thin films prepared by argon rf sputtering under high-power conditions. The low packing density either points to a large hydrogen content or a high density of microvoids within this layer. The value obtained for $d_0$ will be discussed in the following section, where the results of TEM investigations will be presented. Regarding the errors of the quantities presented in Table II it is evident that there are larger errors associated with the intermediate amorphous layer than with the—much thicker—microcrystalline layer that builds up almost the total film volume. The most important source of error is related to the rough interfaces (i) on top of the film and (ii) between both silicon layers. Rough interfaces can cause a scattering of the probing IR radiation causing a systematic violation of the assumption of smooth interfaces as they are implicitly assumed by interpreting $nd$ data within the appropriate formalism$^{27,28}$ of the two-layer model. Therefore, we consider the physical parameters of the microcrystalline layer more precise than those of the amorphous one. Inserting the values given in Table II into the formulae given for $nd$ and $Nd$, we are now in the position to calculate the $nd/Nd$ model function, which is shown as a solid line in Fig. 2. The agreement between the measured data and the model function is seen to be very good. It can be concluded from these investigations that the prepared samples may be adequately described by a two-layer model. The initial growth yields an intermediate amorphous layer of some 10 nm thickness upon which a microcrystalline silicon layer is situated. Si number densities in both layers are significantly higher.

![Graphical representation of the model function](image-url)

**Fig. 2.** Ratio of optical thickness $nd$ over area density $Nd$ vs deposition time $t$. The straight line shows the model function as calculated with parameters given in Table II. The inset displays the $nd$ vs $Nd$ function, from the slope of which $n_c/N_c$ can be determined.
smaller than in bulk-crystalline silicon, which is understood from the inclusion of microvoids and the integration of hydrogen. The deposition rate is higher for the initial amorphous phase than for the microcrystalline phase.

TEM was applied to investigate the internal structure and morphology of thin silicon films prepared under the conditions given above. For this purpose a high-resolution Philips CM300UT microscope—operated at 300 keV—was used that had a point-to-point resolution of 0.17 nm. Cross-sectional specimens were prepared conventionally by dimpling and ion milling to electron transparency in a liquid-nitrogen cooling stage. Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional micrograph that was taken from a 1.56-μm-thick Si film as deposited on a fused silica substrate. The picture displays the interfacial region close to the deposit-glass interface in dark-field contrast mode, where crystalline regions can be distinguished from amorphous regions of the layer. The growth of the crystalline layer starts from wedge-shaped cones within the amorphous interlayer. The film-substrate interface has been highlighted by small arrows. The amorphous layer at the interface had a thickness \( d_0 \) of about 30–70 nm followed by microcrystalline columnar Si growth. Due to the fact that the Si layers were deposited on glass it is difficult to determine the true edge-on orientation of the glass substrate, which would be possible in the case of a crystalline substrate. Thus the determined value of the thickness of the amorphous interlayer can just be estimated with a large error, but the result is in accordance with the estimation of the \( d_0 \) value from FTIR and RBS measurements for the set of samples deposited on Mo-coated Corning glass as presented in the previous section.

The growth mode of the crystalline part of the film is essentially columnar. Voids between the columns as often observed in the literature\(^{10}\) are not pronounced. The columns were found to be mostly parallel to the growth direction or only slightly tilted with respect to each other as was visible from diffraction experiments. It has to be noted that the crystallites forming the columns are strongly twinned as is visible from intracrystalline twin lamellae that reside parallel to the interface. We conclude that the occurrence of an amorphous interlayer in this sample can clearly be stated and it was also observed for two other Si films prepared under different deposition conditions (not shown here). Although the amorphous-crystalline phase transition is well known from other chemical vapor deposition techniques like low-pressure CVD (LPCVD),\(^{29}\) PECVD,\(^{6–8,14}\) or hot-wire CVD,\(^{13}\) its examination by TEM is novel for ECR-prepared silicon films.

**DISCUSSION**

Before analyzing the amorphous-crystalline phase transition, it should be mentioned that the microscopic mechanisms of amorphous and crystalline thin-film deposition from SiH\(_4\)-H\(_2\) mixtures at low homologous temperatures by plasma-assisted CVD is not fully understood as yet. For instance, there exists no consensus about many details of the complex plasma chemistry and growth mechanisms in the solid phase. Although the understanding of certain aspects of the PECVD process has considerably improved during the last decade,\(^{30}\) the state of affairs is far distinct from the theoretical insight into medium-temperature LPCVD of polycrystalline silicon, where chemical-kinetic models allow for the accurate simulation of the process; see Ref. 31 and references cited therein. We will therefore consider in the following the overall chemical reaction, \( \text{SiH}_4 \rightarrow \text{Si}(s) + 2\text{H}_2 \), for which thermodynamic functions \( \Delta G \) and \( \Delta H \) are well known,\(^{32}\) at least for \( \text{Si}(s) \) associated with crystalline silicon. The practically universal occurrence of the amorphous-crystalline phase change implies consideration of the effect as an inherent property of the growth of thin silicon films on foreign substrates. Hence, we interpret this behavior as an example for Ostwald’s step rule or Ostwald’s rule of stages.\(^{20}\) According to this rule, the condensation of a solid phase from a supersaturated solution or gas phase first leads to the formation of metastable phases, before the most stable phase is finally condensed and continuously formed from that point.\(^{21}\) During this process of structural evolution the nucleation velocity and growth velocity of the condensate decrease successively from one phase to the next phase. The amorphous silicon and microcrystalline silicon (subscripts \( a \) and \( c \)) will be associated with the metastable and stable phase, respectively. The thermodynamic quantities that govern the phase transition are the difference in free energy \( \Delta G_{ca} = \Delta G_a - \Delta G_c \) and enthalpy \( \Delta H_{ca} = \Delta H_a - \Delta H_c \) between amorphous and crystalline silicon, which both are positive due to the metastability of \( a\text{-Si} \) with respect to \( c\text{-Si} \).\(^{33,34}\)

Figure 4 presents a scheme for the growth of thin silicon films showing the variations of the free energy \( G(r) \) of solidified grains as a function of a size parameter \( r \). This energy is an extensive quantity (dimensionality \( J \)) and its dependence on \( r \) is visualized by the left-hand side ordinate in the figure. For the following considerations use has been made of capillarity theory for heterogeneous nucleation,\(^{2} \) which accounts for the formation and decay of condensed clusters by the interplay between surface energy \( \gamma \) and free energy \( \Delta G \) of the appropriate volume phase. The latter quantity is the intensive Gibb’s energy specifying the difference in chemical potentials (dimensionality \( J/\text{mol} \)) and the final states for both phases are given on the right-hand side in Fig. 4. The zero level represents the starting energy associated with the SiH\(_4\).
precursor molecule. A condensed cluster first has to surmount a critical free-energy barrier \( G^* \), after which an energy gain of the chemical reaction is realized. The zero level of the \( \Delta G \) axis is the Gibb’s enthalpy of SiH\(_4\). Ostwald’s rule of stages predicts the metastable phase to form first (lower \( G^* \) and \( r^* \)), although the free-energy gain realized in the finally solidified film volume is smaller for the metastable phase.

\[
J_a / J_c = \exp\left( (G_c^* - G_a^*) / kT \right)
\]

is of crucial importance. Here, the reliable assumption was made that the preexponential factors—accounting for the surface diffusion and desorption of precursors on the substrate—are the same for both phases. The observation of initial amorphous growth then simply implies that the probability for the formation of \( a\)-Si nuclei is much larger than for those of \( c\)-Si, or \( J_a / J_c > 1 \). Consequently, Eq. (3) yields the condition

\[
J_a / J_c > 1 \leftrightarrow (\Delta G_a / \Delta G_c)^2 > (\gamma_{s-gp} / \gamma_{c-gp})^3
\]

for initial amorphous growth. Regarding the left-hand side in Eq. (4), the proper Gibb’s enthalpy has to be selected, which is different from the usually considered physical vapor deposition (PVD) process. For the solidification of a one-component system by PVD the value of \( \Delta G = -(kT/\nu) \ln(P_{Si}/P_E) \) is derived from the actual Si partial pressure \( P_{Si} \) over the equilibrium pressure \( P_E \). Here, in the case of chemical-vapor deposition of silicon from silane, the dynamic equilibrium between solid Si and the major silicon gas-phase component has to be considered. Therefore, the negative Gibb’s enthalpies \( -\Delta G_{SiH_4} \) of SiH\(_4\) with respect to amorphous and crystalline Si have to be inserted, and we obtained instead of Eq. (4)

\[
\left( 1 - \frac{\Delta G_{ca}}{\Delta G_{SiH_4}} \right)^2 > (\gamma_{s-gp} / \gamma_{c-gp})^3
\]

For the evaluation of the right-hand side of Eq. (4) use is made of the proportionality between surface energy and the heat of sublimation \( (\gamma_{s-gp} / \gamma_{c-gp})^3 = (\Delta H_{a,sub} / \Delta H_{c,sub})^3) \), which holds, if the pressure-volume product \( pV \) is small and can be neglected. Again it has to be argued that the evaluation of the \( \gamma_{s-gp} / \gamma_{c-gp} \) ratio would account for the one-component PVD process, where the retransition from solidified species into the gas phase is accounted for by the heat of sublimation. In the case of the CVD process investigated here; however, the solidified silicon phase does not equilibrate with a hypothetical phase of gaseous silicon atoms, but with SiH\(_4\) molecules. The appropriate generalization for CVD processes would accordingly be to make use of the heat of formation of SiH\(_4\) instead of \( \Delta H_{c,sub} \). We, therefore, finally write condition (4) in the form

\[
\left( 1 - \frac{\Delta G_{ca}}{\Delta G_{SiH_4}} \right)^2 > \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta H_{ca}}{\Delta H_{SiH_4}} \right)^3
\]

The negative sign in front of the fraction on the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (6) now stems from the fact that the heat of sublimation of \( a\)-Si is smaller than for \( c\)-Si, which is another formulation of its metastability. The thermodynamic functions \( \Delta H_{ca} \) and \( G_{ca} \) have already been determined by a number of workers; see Ref. 35 for some references. \( \Delta G_{ca} \) values were found to vary according to whether the amorphous silicon was in the stressed state or in the relaxed state, respectively. We make use of the data of Donovan et al., who estimated both functions from calorimetric measurements.
During solid-phase crystallization of amorphous silicon, the amorphous phase in our samples, both thermodynamic and the continued formation of microcrystalline grains once after the transition has occurred may be understood within the developed concept. These effects may be motivated by the probabilistic nature of nuclei formation. During the first stages of film growth crystalline nuclei are formed with a small probability than amorphous ones. Once the newly formed Si nuclei upon all given surfaces, while it may be introduced via the ratio of surface energies and that cause of the limited precision of the material constants involved. It just should be noted that an orientation selection will be inserted according to whether crystalline or amorphous nuclei shall be considered. The contact angle $\alpha$ is approximated to become equal for both sorts of nuclei.

We now assume that first crystalline nuclei have condensed within the amorphous layer, and it will be shown that the probability for a continued crystalline growth may exceed the probability for an amorphous growth, which is identified with $J_c/J_a > 1$. For analyzing the growth upon crystalline grains, the subscript $c$ has to be inserted for $s$ in Young's equation. If the same formalism as used for the derivation of Eqs. (4)–(6) is applied, the equivalence

$$J_c/J_a > 1 \Leftrightarrow \left( \frac{\gamma_{c-gp} - \gamma_{c-c}}{\gamma_{c-gp} - \gamma_{c-c}} \right)^3 > \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta G_{ca}}{\Delta G_{SiH_4}} \right)^2$$

(7)

can be derived. This expression can now be evaluated in order to decide whether amorphous or crystalline nuclei are formed with higher probability on crystalline grains. The surface or interfacial energy between the nuclei and underlying grain will be assumed to be negligible small, $\gamma_{cc} \approx 0$. Regarding the interface energy between amorphous and crystalline silicon, the same value is used as in the theoretical modelling of solid phase crystallization, i.e., $\sigma_{ac} = 0.1$ eV/atom. $\gamma_{c-gp}$ accounts for the surface energy of Si faces, which is well known to depend on the crystallographic orientation. The $\gamma_{hkl}$ values in units of J/cm$^2$ for the three most prominent orientations ($hkl$) = (100), (110), (111) according to Ref. 29 are given in Table III together with the surface number density $n_{hkl}$ and the specific surface energy $\sigma_{hkl}$ in eV/atom. The ratio of surface energies, given in Eq. (7), finally reads

$$1 - \sigma_{ac}/\sigma_{hkl}^3$$

This expression has been calculated with the values given in the table and the results are included in Fig. 5. It can be seen that criterion (7) would be fulfilled for newly formed Si nuclei upon all given surfaces, while it would not be fulfilled above a certain temperature for nuclei growing on (110) faces. The transition from amorphous-to-crystalline growth would accordingly proceed in dependence from the crystallographic faces formed, i.e., would become orientation-selective. We will not overinterpret this effect because of the limited precision of the material constants involved. It just should be noted that an orientation selection may be introduced via the ratio of surface energies and that this effect would be a consequence from the force equilibrium among the different interfaces of the nuclei, i.e., a pure mechanical phenomenon.

Since the energy gain associated with the condensation of c-Si surmounts that of a-Si, the growing nuclei occupy more and more area and even expand in the plane perpendicular to their growth direction.

### Table III. Surface energies $\gamma_{hkl}$ according to Ref. 29, number densities $n_{hkl}$, and specific surface energies per atom $\sigma_{hkl}$ of selected Si ($hkl$) surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(hkl)</th>
<th>(100)</th>
<th>(110)</th>
<th>(111)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{hkl}$ (10$^{-4}$ J/cm$^2$)</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{hkl}$ (10$^{14}$ at/cm$^2$)</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>5.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{hkl}$ (eV/atom)</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the growth direction. Typical growth morphology results, built up by crystalline cones that start some dozen nanometers above the substrate and which are embedded in an amorphous matrix—as depicted in Fig. 3. Beyond a certain film thickness the interface between the gas phase and solid phase is completely composed of the crystalline phase, and solely microcrystalline silicon is formed during subsequent deposition. It has to emphasized, however, that the material constants \( \sigma_{\alpha} \) and \( \sigma_{\beta} \) as used in the derivation above have been determined for hydrogen-free silicon, while for the material system in our investigation, hydrogen is present in large amounts, causing all surfaces to become hydrogen-terminated. Unfortunately, the appropriate surface energies are not available yet in the case of H-terminated Si surfaces. The foregoing discussion should therefore be considered as a demonstration of the line of arguments how capillarity theory can account for a transition from amorphous-to-crystalline growth of silicon.

It furthermore may be expected that more details of the deposition process will be understood by application of the presented formalism, from which a kinetic aspect shall be mentioned. The crystallization of \( \alpha \)-Si proceeds spontaneously at elevated temperatures due to its metastability, and this effect is used for the preparation of crystalline layers via solid phase crystallization.\(^{35,36}\) The availability of crystalline nuclei provided, the rate-determining step of this process is the motion of the crystallization front into the amorphous phase. Parameters of the crystallization velocity \( w = w_0 \exp(-E_w/kT) \) have been determined in different experiments, and the \( w_0 \) parameter has moreover been identified to vary with crystallographic orientation; for a review see Olson and Roth.\(^{36}\) The physical meaning of the activation energy \( E_w \) is the mobilization of the Si-Si bond to surmount the energy barrier associated with the rearrangement into an ordered state. The set of published data indicates that the crystallization velocity in the \( (100) \) direction \( w_{100} \) enters the nm/min range at about 800 K. The crystallization velocities \( w(T) \) for the three most prominent crystallographic directions have been included in Fig. 5, where \( E_w = 2.8 \) eV has been inserted according to Olson and Roth.

The possibility to activate the solid-phase crystallization of amorphous silicon has important consequences for the amorphous-crystalline phase transition during the growth of thin Si films. If an amorphous interlayer would form in the critical temperature range, in situ crystallization of the amorphous phase—starting from the amorphous-crystalline interface and moving towards the substrate plane—would become possible during film growth. The amorphous layer would shrink more the higher the deposition temperature and the longer the deposition time after the phase transition. In an extreme case, the formation of the two-layer structure could be impeded or completely covered by the competition between amorphous deposition and in situ crystallization. Also the occurrence of partially in situ crystallized films with an upside-down layer sequence—having the amorphous phase on top of the crystalline one—would become possible by this mechanism. Such inverted layer samples have indeed been prepared by Bisaro and co-workers for LPCVD films grown at 850 K.\(^{29}\) It is evident from their experiments and the foregoing considerations that the structure of Si films deposited by CVD from SiH\(_4\) is governed by a competition between deposition rate \( R \) and crystallization velocity \( w \). This conclusion is illustrated by Fig. 5. It can be seen from the plot that, for instance, in a typical LPCVD deposition temperature at 900 K an impractical high deposition rate \( R \) of some 100 nm/min would become necessary to avoid the crystallization front to overtake and thereby producing an amorphous silicon film. Vice versa, the LPCVD process of Si films from (non-H\(_2\)-diluted) SiH\(_4\) may be regarded as a two-step process that is composed of the deposition of an amorphous layer and its subsequent in situ crystallization. As long as the design rule \( R < w \) is fulfilled during the deposition this phenomenon will not be observed for the sample as investigated afterwards.

Furthermore, the effect of hydrogen dilution on the phase transition may be interpreted in terms of the proposed model. Many investigations have shown the c-Si phase to form preferably under high hydrogen dilutions (high \( F_H \) values),\(^{10,13,24,37}\) which is assigned to the ability of hydrogen of etching away weak or strained Si-Si bonds. It may be argued within the framework of the above considerations that the nucleation rate \( J_a \) of amorphous clusters is reduced in a hydrogen-rich atmosphere, thus leading to a decreased \( J_a/F_c \) ratio. This would cause the critical thickness \( d_c \) to shrink with increasing \( F_H \) and to become even untraceable for high \( F_H \) values. In terms of a statistical interpretation of the nucleation rate \( J \), the same space of amorphous cluster configurations would have to be traversed in the two cases of the hydrogen-poor and hydrogen-rich gas phase. In the first case, most of the deposited Si clusters would remain on the film surface and will finally build up the two-layer film. In case of high \( F_H \) conditions, however, a large number of formed amorphous clusters would be etched back and the silicon species from which they are composed of would reevaporate into the gas phase. Films as prepared under high hydrogen dilution would accordingly be characterized not only by reduced \( d_c \) values, but also by low deposition rates. The combination of the two phenomena has indeed been observed experimentally.\(^ {13,37}\) In order to deposit thin silicon films of high crystallinity within acceptable deposition times, some groups have introduced a two-step process\(^ {13}\) that operates under high \( F_H \) conditions initially to minimize \( d_c \), but that switches to lower \( F_H \) values and higher deposition rates after the film growth has passed the critical thickness. We expect both mentioned effects, in situ crystallization and hydrogen dilution, to govern the broad variety of morphologies observed for the amorphous-crystalline phase transition in thin silicon films.

Regarding possible sources of error in the presented model, it may be argued that an analysis in terms of atomistic theories of nucleation such as the Walton-Rhodin approach would have been more appropriate, since the critical clusters in the investigated temperature range would only include very few atoms. The choice in favor of capillarity theory was made because of the insufficient knowledge of the microscopic processes that act in the low-temperature deposition of thin silicon films by plasma-assisted CVD as was mentioned above. As long as these questions remain unsolved,
important parameters are missing for the application of the atomistic approach. We think that to develop a full understanding of the phenomena, the proper inclusion of atomistic and kinetic factors will clearly be needed. It is of interest, however, to realize how the capillarity approach already led to predictions in accordance with well established experimental results.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the derivation of criterion (6) is of more general validity than solely relevant for the $a/c$-Si system. The criterion depends on basic thermodynamic functions $\Delta H$ and $\Delta G$ of the stable phase and the metastable phase(s). The successive occurrence of metastable phases in the sequence of increasing stability is known from other material systems prepared at low homologous temperatures. A recent example is the case of the Al-O system, where it was observed for the preparation of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ films at 300–800°C by pulsed magnetron sputtering that the evolution of phases during film growth proceeds in the sequence of increasing stability. Many other examples were already given in the early review of the issue by Chopra. The significance of Oswald’s rule of stages for thin film growth has been first recognized by Buckel. According to the derived criteria the driving force for the occurrence of metastable phases is due to their enhanced nucleation and growth rate. The observed sequence of increasing stable layers during film growth would then point to the evolutionary nature of the gas-solid phase transition having the fastest growing species to occur initially followed by species of slower nucleation rate but increased stability.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we have presented results from FTIR spectroscopy, Rutherford backscattering, and TEM on thin silicon films prepared at low homologous temperatures $\sim T_M^1$ by ECR CVD. All characterization technique indicate the initial film growth to yield an amorphous silicon layer of some 10 nm thickness. A technique of analyzing the combination of optical thickness and atomic area density data has been introduced that enables the deconvolution of area density $N$, refractive index $n$ and film thickness $d$ in a double-layer system from FTIR and RBS measurement results. As a key experimental result the growth rate of the amorphous interlayer is found to surmount that of the microcrystalline top layer, although deposition conditions remained unchanged.

The amorphous-crystalline transition is proposed to be interpreted as an example for Ostwald’s rule of stages, since (i) the phases are formed in the sequence of increasing stability and (ii) the nucleation velocity of metastable $a$-Si exceeds that of the stable $c$-Si phase. A criterion was derived that governs the occurrence of metastable phases during film growth, which occur because of their faster nucleation velocity. The criterion depends on basic thermodynamic functions and can easily be applied to other material systems for which these functions are known. Applying the criterion to the growth of thin silicon films, important experimental phenomena such as the effect of high hydrogen dilution can consistently be understood.
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